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Height

Heavy Duty GB2 Barrier
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500mm 2000mm (in system)
2325mm (total length)

Weight Empty 32kg - Weight Full 350kg

900mm

Advantages and Features of The RB22 System

500mm

Depth Width

900mm
 

2000mm
 

RB22 Barrier Specification

Produced in UV stabilised
polyethylene the GB2 Barrier is
suitable for use in all weather
conditions and once water or
sand filled for added ballast, the
system will provide a premium
level of protection for both
pedestrians and vehicles.
Coming in a choice of red or
white, these barriers stand out
and will prevent serious
incidents from occurring.

2 x GB2 Barriers (water filled to fill line) withstood wind speeds of up to 78mph (max speed).
The barriers are stackable within their design, providing easy transportation and storage.
When empty the barrier is 32kg, also providing easy transportation and installation.
Can be will with water or ballast filled for extra stability.
Easily deployed by two people when empty.
Compatible with mesh or hoarding panels.
Ideal for constructions sites and highways.
Vehicle and Pedestrian Gates available.
High Visibility for additional safety. 
Fill Capacity 318 litres.
Strong and durable.
UV protected

This GB2 barrier is a heavy duty adaptable barrier system that is
designed to create complete road and construction site safety
and security. These barriers are ideal for safe traffic
management, site delineation or crowd control. GB2 Barriers
are designed for temporary use and are highly hardwearing and
durable. These barriers are lightweight but robust, and when
filled with water, they make the ideal site protection solution.



Height Depth Length

1400mm 40mm

Weight

22kg1790mm

Lightweight for easy transporting and handling
Restricting view to pedestrians
Hoarding panels have been MIRA speed tested
Panels are fully stackable and developed with ease
Wind resistant up to 38mph
Made from Galvanised Steel
Powder Coated in white to allow for high visibility
Rapid Installation
Heightening event security and access areas

Hoarding Panels

Hoarding Panel 
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For added safety and security solid hoarding is ideal for when
you do not want people outside of a works area being able to

look in, or get in. 

This hoarding panel is ideal for making your GB2 barrier more
secure and for use within traffic management systems. Each
hoarding panel is fitted and secured to the separate barriers so
that you can easily indicate restricted access zones. These
hoarding panels are ideal for areas which require a medium to
high level of security creating a complete divide between
traffic and hazardous sites.

Hoarding Panel Infill

RB22 Barrier Specification
Hoarding Panels
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Key Features



Height Depth Length

1400mm 40mm

Weight

8.5kg1790mm
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This mesh panel is ideal for making your GB2 barrier more
secure for use within your traffic management system. Each
mesh panel is fitted to each barrier so that you can easily
indicate restricted access zones.  These mesh panels include
anti-climb mesh are ideal for areas which require a medium
to high level of security. 
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Mesh Panel Infill

Mesh Panel 

Mesh Panels RB22 Barrier Specification
Mesh Panel

Safe and secure system ideal for traffic management or
hazardous sites.
Lightweight for easy transporting and handling
Panels are fully stackable and developed with ease
 No heavy lifting machinery needed 
 MIRA speed tested 
Withstand wind speeds of 77.9 MPH
Highly visible white colour
Steel powder coated
Rapid Installation

Key Features
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The mesh panels extend the height of both the barrier and
panel to 2.1 metres, this ensures added safety and

security to construction sites and pedestrian walk ways.



Height Depth Width

1400mm 38mm

Weight

19kg1790mm
Our 50/50 solid and mesh hoarding panels for the GB2 road

barrier system are for people who wanted added site
security but allow for some visibility.

GB2 Half Fencing Half Hoarding
Panels

RB22 Barrier Specification
Mesh Panel
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This 50/50 panel is made up of a mesh top half and hoarding
on the bottom half; making it the ideal panel for your GB2
barrier making your barrier more secure and for use within
your traffic management system.
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50/50 Panel Infill

50/50 Panel
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Safe and secure system ideal for traffic management or
hazardous sites.
Lightweight for easy transporting and handling
Panels are fully stackable and developed with ease
 No heavy lifting machinery needed 
 MIRA speed tested 
Withstand wind speeds of 45MPH
Highly visible white colour
Steel powder coated
Rapid Installation

Key Features



Height Infill Flag
 Panel 

Depth Width

2.07m 38mm Galvanised
Steel

4m, 5m,
7m

Material Colour

160mm White

RB22 Barrier Vehicle Gate

3500mm3500mm

2.07m

4m, 5m, 7m

This vehicle safety gate is ideal for making your barrier more
secure and for using within your traffic management system. The
vehicle gate is fitted and secured to the barriers so that you can
easily indicate restricted access zones while also allowing access
for workers and work vehicles.

Due to the heavy nature of the barriers, they are usually used for
many higher risk projects. Some examples as to when the
barriers would be more beneficial are:
Works access to construction sites
Event access and organisation
City Centre work access
Road Closures and restricted pedestrian access

RB22 Barrier Vehicle Gate
By adding these gates to your system, it allows for a more
secure and clear gateway into the restricted zone without

compromising on safety.

RB22 Barrier Specification
Barrier Vehicle Gate These gates are available in 5m or 7m in the mesh and 4m in the

hoarding. Therefore, depending on the fencing you decide to add
to the barriers, we can allocate the correct gate structure for you.
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Application The gate is also situated on rubber feet to ensure stability. They
are connected using a 250mm fill panel either side and standard
fence couplers. These vehicle gates are ideal for areas which
require a medium to high level of security. The vehicle gates are
fitted with 100mm nylon castor wheels and enable the gate to be
opened and closed with ease. 



GB2 Bend Feature
Strong and durable
Compatible with mesh or hoarding panels
Can be will with water or ballast filled for extra stability
One-piece moulding – no added sections.
Wide forklift slots at base – for ease of deployment
Creates a solid wall with no gaps
Can be water filled during assembly
Compatible with both sand and water

Benefits
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The GB2 is a highly flexible barrier has a 35° angle that
gives the barrier systems greater flexibility in

accommodating angles.

Each barrier is fully inter-locking with the next; this creates a strong
and durable safety wall. They can be interlocked either by a plastic
pin or the legs of the optional fencing; each slotting into the arms of
two barriers to secure them together. The pin locking device allows
each barrier to achieve a 35° angle to accommodate curves and
angles. 

The GB2 barriers moulded shape  mena it can naturally form
curved boundries without the need for adding additional curved
sections with requiring additional parts

GB2’s Forming Curve

Five GB2 Barriers, set at 42 degree 
angles forming a 'U' bend

GB2’s 35° Angle



185mm

Technical Details 
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Working Length 2060mm

Actual Length 2380mm

P8

Hole for Water

Height 860mm

Depth 500mm

315mm

Insertion point for connecting pins or connecting posts for mesh fence/ hoarding panels

Insertion Pin
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Specifications 
GB2 Barrier

PRODUCT CODE

DIMENSIONS (mm) 

MATERIALS 

FILL CAPACITY (L) 

WEIGHT (E/F/KG)

CONFIRMED WIND
SPEED

COLOUR

NO PER PALLET

GB2 Hoard Panel

GB2

L2325 x H900 x D500
x WL 2000

L680 x H800 x D500 L680 x H800 x D500L 1790 x H1400 x D40

UV MDPE
STEEL POWDER 

COAT

318L

32 / 350 KG 19 228.5

RED/ WHITE WHITE WHITE

-

5 (OS)

78 MPH 38MPH

GB2 50/50 Panel GB2 Mesh Panel

GBHP GBHP-

STEEL POWDER 
COAT

STEEL POWDER 
COAT

- -

WHITE

25 (OS) 25 (OS) 25 (OS)

45MPH 77.9MPH
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Load from side 

Diagram above demonstrates the correct loading formation when transporting a maximum
load of GB2 Barriers on an artic trailer.

GB2 Barriers & Panel Stacking

While the RB22 barrier weighs a hefty 350kg when fully loaded, it is
relatively light when empty, weighing just 32kg. This, coupled with
the fact it is securely stackable through design for transport or
storage, means that RB2's Barriers and Panels can be stacked in a
single artic load.

Binding is made simple by the dimensions of the barriers, which
often benefit from stacking ridges on top and slots underneath.
Lifting and loading onto a lorry trailer is simple and easy thanks to
pre-moulded forklift grooves at the unit's foundation.

BIND barriers into 5 and 3 bundles

STACK AS SHOWN 
FOR TRAILER LENGTH

AS VIEWED FROM TRAILER REAR

AS VIEWED FROM TRAILER REAR

BOTTOM ROW

TOP ROW


